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Colorful Coleus
by Marilyn Knesel, UC Master Gardener
Coleus blumei, commonly known as just coleus is making a dramatic comeback in gardens, with even more
color, variety and style than ever. For a long time, the colors of coleus were primarily greens and purple
splashes. In recent years, new patterns of foliage have been developed through selective breeding.
Today an abundance of coleus varieties provides an endless array of vibrant color in the heat of
summer. The brilliant leaves can be splashed, spotted, edged, or striped. Colors range from orange,
yellow and green to dark purple, burgundy, and red.
For long-lasting color without flowers, coleus is the perfect choice. The dense, bushy plants are
excellent for borders and in flower beds under the shade of taller trees. They also thrive in
containers.
Coleus plants are fairly tough and relatively easy to grow. Although they are technically a "tender
perennial" they are most often considered to be an annual plant by most growers and seed producers.
Native to Indonesia and Africa, coleus does not like cold soil or temperatures dropping below 55
degrees. In frost-prone areas the plant needs to be protected during the winter, perhaps planted next
to a south-facing wall or under a patio cover.
Coleus likes to be moist but not saturated, so soils with good drainage are preferred. Drip irrigation or
soaker hoses cause the least disturbance to foliage. Heavy rains or watering over the top can damage
the plants.
In the garden, dwarf varieties that grow six to twelve inches will create a colorful border, while the
standard taller types that grow to three feet create dramatic background plantings. The brilliant
foliage of coleus will beautifully brighten a dark corner or shady area of your home or yard.
Coleus plants should not be placed in the garden until the minimum outdoor temperature is 50 degrees
F. Plant them in rich, moist, well-drained soil. Pinch the center stems out when the plants are four to
six inches tall to promote bushier growth, and pinch off the flower spikes as they form. Just as with
basil plants, you want to keep coleus from flowering. Flower buds must be pinched off as soon as they
develop to prevent the plant from producing seeds. Once a coleus is allowed to go to seed, it has
completed its life objective, and it will usually die. There is a lot of pinching involved at first but the
effort is worth it.
Water your plants thoroughly at planting time, and then mulch the entire bed to conserve moisture. If
the soil is allowed to dry out, the foliage will wilt, but normally will recover quickly when additional
water is provided.

Do not fertilize with anything that would accentuate flowering; use a little bit of time-release
fertilizer, that is higher in nitrogen and lower in phosphorous. Fertilize monthly with a 20-10-20
fertilizer, which is much preferred to a 20-20-20. The 20-10-20 promotes good plant structure and
abundant leaf growth. Although these plants are a member of the nettle family, they are actually a
mint. They do not irritate the skin or sting as a nettle would.
There are literally hundreds of hybrids with dramatic color combinations. 'India Frills' has variegated
edges. The ‘Lime’ coleus has veins that show up quite nicely on its lime green foliage. Another beautiful
variety is 'Leopard' coleus, with its mottled leaves. Plants are available at most local garden centers
and on the internet.
Whatever variety you choose, coleus grows best in sun to partial shade, but in the extreme heat
experienced in the Central Valley during the summer, more shade is preferred. In fact, colors are more
vivid in part shade. Keep in mind that these are tender perennials and these plants will die at first
frost or low temperature. But you can bring coleus indoors and protect them all winter long, either by
digging them out and putting them in a container, or by taking a stem cutting to get a new plant started.
Coleus are easy to propagate. Just snip off stems with several sets of leaves and then remove the
leaves except those at the very tip. Put a cutting in a jar of water and wait until roots start to develop,
then plant in a pot with a lightweight potting mix, not garden soil. Keep it indoors in a lighted location
and keep it watered. Your coleus will continue to develop more roots and be ready to repot either in a
larger pot for indoors or outdoors in the spring.
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